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A GGRESSION I NCREASES !

B ULLET P OINTS

The people of Wal’s Hole
were left shaken yesterday
after a day of vicious fighting
between gangs.
The fighting began between
the previously mentioned
Delaques (now identified by
Guilders as “The Mad Professors”) and a newly identified
Escher gang called “Azazel’s
Angels”. Seems that the
“Angels” had been attracted to
Wal’s Hole by promises of
loot by the other Escher gang
(who had fought the Delaques
previously) called the
“Twisted Sisters”. The “Mad
Professors” were forced off by
the dominant women. More
fighting kicked off almost
instantly as local troublemakers “Violencia” returned and
attacked the Angels forcing

•

Record amounts of Juves
are joining Gangs according to latest Guilder
figures.

•

No further evidence
found in “Old” Joe case.

•

Arbites hunt mystery
Bounty Hunter.

•

Waste to Water plant
still closed due to leak.

•

Famous Bounty Hunter
Kal Jericho confirmed at
Blood Gulch. With only
3 domes between us and
increased gang fighting
will he come to Wal’s
Hole?

•

Skavvy Exclusion Zone
now escalated to the
whole dome.

•

Local Brothel looking for
a new owner.

•

New Ash-brick huts still
up for sale, get yourself
a happy hovel. Contact
Guilder Krassman for
details of deeds and
property development.

the newcomers to turn tail,
seems the Arbites didn’t
much like them and they are
now outlaws.
Seemed that for a short while
fighting stopped and people
started to go back to business,
unfortunately the “Twisted
Sisters” decided to punish the
Goliath’s for their victory and
after a long drawn out gun
fight, “Violencia” backed
down and left with two injured juves. Doc’s later confirmed that one of the juves
had lost 2 fingers in the fight.
We later managed to get a
comment from “Violencia’s”
leader Mackey (pictured);
“Always those damn sump sucking
Escher who group up to take you
down. We hadn’t even got a new
supply of ammo when those
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bitches jumped us! We’ll get ‘em
back though.”
The “Mad Professors” had had
enough by noon and faced off
two on four against the
“Sisters” with the result being
the same that they turned tail
and fled.
After such a day here in Wal’s
Hole we hope that Arbites
can come fix the problem.
Report by Bud Cratchitt

A RBITES I N S HOOTOUT WITH H UNTER
As reported in the last issue
the W0L-V35 sector is currently under quarantine and is
out of bounds due to a mass
outbreak of Neuron Plague
and Arbites are keeping a full
lockdown on the sector. This
didn’t stop one Bounty
Hunter from trying to run the
blockade and head INTO
W0L-V35!
No-one knows who the
hunter is but Arbites clashed
with the well armed man for
several hours until he made a
break for it into the sector.
In the shootout 5 Arbite En-

forcers were hurt, one later
turning out to be fatal. The
dead Arbite was named as
Arbite Hammer, who we had
spoken to about the W0LV35 situation. Wal’s Hole’s
local Arbite; Arbite Vaughn
gave this statement;
“The office of the Adeptus Arbites
would care to extend their sympathies to Arbite Hammer’s family,
he is survived by a wife and two
sons. As for this rogue hunter; if
he ever returns from W0L-V35 we
will track him down and arrest
him. The full extent of the emperor’s wrath will be extended to

him and anyone who harbor’s
him”
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Report by Alduss Cratchitt

•

Arbite Hammer; shot during
an altercation with a rogue
Bounty Hunter.
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